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• These slides are from Kate Nation’s presentation
at SRCLD 2019: http://www.srcld.org
• For references, see readoxford.org/srcld-2019
and for more information, please contact
kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk
• Thank you to SRCLD for the invitation to speak
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1. Some framing
– Simple View of Reading
– The case for reading experience
– Lexical quality hypothesis
– Connecting learning and processing

2. Unpacking reading experience 1: ‘macro’ approach
3. Unpacking reading experience II: ‘micro’ approach
4. Some reflections
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Simple View of Reading (Gough & Tunmer, 1986)
Reading Comprehension = Decoding x Linguistic Comprehension
both components necessary – neither sufficient

Reading Experience Matters
• For people: strong correlation between print
exposure and reading ability in children and in
adults
• For items: frequency is a powerful correlate of
lexical processing

But what does reading experience do?
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Once basic skills are in place, reading
experience provides….
• Opportunities to practice and hone basic skills and
develop fluency
• Opportunities to discover and ‘internalize’ systematic
regularities in the writing system
• Between graphemes and phonemes
• Between orthography and morphology

• Opportunities to experience words and syntactic
structures in language-rich context (text vs.
conversation)

What I’m NOT saying:
Beginning readers learn
written words from
contextual guessing
What I’m NOT saying:
Initial reading instruction
should encourage
contextual guessing and
teach multi-cue strategies

Lexical Quality
The extent to which a mental
representation of a word specifies its
form and meaning
ORTHO

PHONO

SEMANTIC

O+P+S constituents comprise a word’s
identity
High quality representations are more
tightly bound, more stable, less
context-dependent

can be considered at both individual and item level
Perfetti, 2007
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what drives
variation in lexical
quality –
for children,
and for words?
reading
comprehension

Item-level statistics
• Frequency, imageability, age-of-acquisition,
number of senses etc., etc…
• Property of the stimulus to be manipulated
and controlled to help us understand
processing
• But where do the statistics come from?

Emergent property of reading and
language experience

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk
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Connecting learning and processing

processing
encounter

learning
opportunity

developmental time

processing
encounter

learning
opportunity

developmental time

Lexical Quality

Efficient word
reading

reading
comprehension &
experience

Unpacking Experience I: ‘macro’
• Use large developmental corpus of written
language to index the nature and the content of
reading experience
• Extract lexical statistics from the corpus
• Relate those statistics to children’s performance
on a variety of tasks tapping reading and
language

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk
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• Over 400 million words written for and by children
• Children’s reading experience
– Oxford Children’s Corpus (OUP)
– 12,000+ texts written for 5-13 year olds

• Children’s own writing
– Oxford Children’s Corpus (OUP)
– BBC Radio 2 500 Words writing competition, 900,000+
stories by 5-13 year olds

Does variation in contextual experience with a
word shape how easily it is processed, beyond
the amount of experience with it?
100 x 1 text
vs. 1 x 100 texts

some evidence that 1*100 better, especially
when semantic variation in meaning across the
contexts is taken into account

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk
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Making a false statement under oath or affirmation. Perjury is a felony
punishable by a fine and/or prison term.
Lying in court, whether in your own case or in someone else's case in which
you are a witness, is called perjury (sections 131 - 136 of the Criminal Code).
In most cases perjury is an indictable offence that can get you up to 14 years in
jail.
"Lying under oath," or "perjury" is a criminal offense. A person is legally
required to truthfully answer questions, or abstain from answering at all, if he
or she has sworn before a court clerk, notary public, or other official to tell
the truth. …
But the chief thing His Majesty cared to know was that, beyond all possible
doubt, these were the very precious fellows from perjury turned to robbery.
It is unusual for congress to investigate possible instances of lying, or perjury,
but because the scandal of steroid use in America’s pastime has been so highprofile...
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She is hoping to get a loan from her bank to help her out of her financial
predicament.
I'm in a bit of a predicament because I've accidentally accepted two invitations
to dinner on the same night.
The captain of archers fidgeted and coughed and rolled his eyes at his men, as if
such cupidity and dishonor were an inevitable but minor aspect of the human
predicament …
We saw photographs that week of buildings burning, stunned onlookers, dustcovered firemen. Very few pictures conveyed the fact that people just like us,
our fellow passengers on the subway, suddenly found themselves in a mortal
predicament and many died horribly.
The President found himself in the backwash of earlier deals, and the demands
of secrecy made his predicament the more vexing.
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• Over 400 million words written for and by
children
• Children’s reading experience
– Oxford Children’s Corpus (OUP)
– 12,000+ texts written for 5-13 year olds

• Used to derive semantic diversity
Hsiao & Nation, 2018

Calculating Semantic Diversity I
• Longer documents sliced into 1000 word max
• Words < 50 times in corpus or < 40
documents excluded
• Resulted in13 million word tokens, with
around 12,000 unique lemmas, occurring in
23,000 contexts

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk
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Calculating Semantic Diversity II
• Vectors produced for words and for contexts
• Used latent semantic analysis to calculate cosine
difference between all pairs of contexts vectors
where a word appears
• Semantic diversity of a word is its average
cosine distance across the corpus
single number that reflects the similarity in meaning
between all the contexts a word appears in
across the corpus

Does semantic diversity influence how
easily a word is identified, beyond
frequency and document count?
• 300 words ranging in semantic diversity and
frequency, 300 nonwords
• Visual lexical decision and naming
• 114 children, 7-11years
Hsiao & Nation (2018) Experiment 2

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk
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identifying a word out of context influenced by:

• Frequency
– Repetition (accumulation of reading exposure)
– Frequency and document count interchangeable

• Semantic Diversity
– Semantic variability
– Not document count; not AoA
• Replicated in kids (and adults, and in large-scale datasets
for adult lexical decision & naming)

– [Hsiao et al, in review; for pre-print: https://osf.io/7hz5p/]

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk
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Something about having experienced words in
diverse contexts is associated with ease of
identification on subsequent encounters. Why?
processing
encounter

learning
opportunity

developmental time

ORTHO

Semantic representation, or mappings
between orthography and semantics
Contextual experience makes words
more context-independent?
Greater abstraction?

PHONO

Words that fit into multiple contexts
are ‘different’?

SEMANTIC

processing
encounter

learning
opportunity

developmental time

Lexical Quality

Efficient word
reading

reading
comprehension &
experience

contextual experience with
words shapes their LQ:
experience with print is the
substrate to change the
statistics

high contextual variation/semantic
diversity

enhances word
identification

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk

but does it make
meaning harder?
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is this a word?

BARK

what does this
word mean?

BARK

X-modal Judgement
160 words varying in frequency and
semantic diversity
160 trials: half matched (yes), half
unmatched (no)
Controlled for predicatability
“a creature who is superhuman in size”
Experiment 1: 52 8-9 year olds
giant/lipstick
Experiment 2: 63 adults
“make-up that goes on your mouth”
giant/lipstick

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk

Hsiao, Bird, Norris, Pagan & Nation, in review;
for pre-print: https://osf.io/7hz5p/
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Hsiao et al, in review; children Expt 1

M correct= 93%; RT= 2520ms

RT

RT

‘yes’ trials easier than ‘no’ trials

frequency:

faster RTs as
frequency increases

semantic diversity:
slower RTs as
diversity increases

Semantic Judgment
• Three experiments, each requiring yes/no
judgments
• Items varied in semantic diversity; frequency
and concreteness also analysed
• 58 8-11 year olds
Hsiao, et al., in prep

Experiment 1: Animacy
• 30 animate words
– chicken, chief

• 30 inanimate
– plane, library

• Performance high (92%); RTs: main effects of
diversity, concreteness & animacy
• Highly diverse, concrete and inanimate nouns
easiest

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk
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Experiment 2: Synonyms
• 30 synonym pairs
– victory-success; fearful-scared

• 30 unrelated pairs
– repeat-spread; elderly-velvety

• Hard task: 79% ; RTs: main effects of diversity and
interaction with synonymy
• Highly diverse hardest, especially for synonym
pairs

Experiment 3: Antonyms
• 30 antonym pairs
– reduce-enlarge; brave-cowardly

• 30 unrelated pairs
– public-fierce; honest-silent

• Hard task: 79%; RTs: main effects of diversity and
interaction with antonymy
• Highly diverse hardest, especially for antonym
pairs

Summary: Meaning Data
• Animacy task (single word, easy task) patterns
like word identification (lexical decision): high
diversity words easier to process
• But, difficult relational judgment across pairs of
items (synonym & antonym) or x-modal
sentence-word matching, high diversity words
harder to process

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk
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Unpacking Experience I: ‘macro’
• Use large developmental corpora to index
experience, extract lexical statistics and relate to
performance
• Different effect of semantic diversity on form vs.
meaning
(new eye movement experiment while reading
sentences pre-print: Pagan, Bird, Hsiao & Nation:
psyarxiv.com/8wk4r/)

BUT, this is all correlational

Unpacking Experience II: ‘micro’
• Training experiments that directly manipulate
experience and track its influence on learning and
processing over time
– Linguistic factors: semantic diversity, order of
acquisition, number of senses, syntactic role
– Structural factors: temporal spacing, episodic context,
retrieval opportunity

Manipulate frequency, diversity, order, spacing
etc etc during reading experience… then
measure learning…

Pre-test

Exposure

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk

Exposure

Exposure

Post-test
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Measuring Learning
1. Directly, of words themselves
– Meaning and form of new words

2. Indirectly, via influences on other
words
– Lexical competition, e.g., prime lexicality
effect (Tamura, Castles & Nation, 2017)

3. Indirectly, of words themselves
– Fixation patterns during silent reading

(Joseph et al., 2014; Joseph & Nation, 2018; Pagan &
Nation, 2019)

Reading time (ms)

Using eye movements to examine learning
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Enough proof had accumulated so
that the jury could make a fair
judgement on the case.

Although she had accumulated a lot
of wealth, this meant she also had to
pay a lot of tax.

The police accumulated a lot of
evidence so they could arrest the
thief.

She was shocked to discover how
many emails had accumulated while
she was away.

The evidence accumulated until there
was no question that he was guilty.

The fluid had accumulated in his
lungs and he found it very hard to
breathe.

Non-diverse

kate.nation@psy.ox.ac.uk

Diverse
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Post-test
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• Learning, but no main effect of diversity
• But, skilled comprehenders did show greater
diversity effect in learning
• More exposures need to capture naturalistic
incremental learning?
• And manipulation a tough one!
• Some support in new work that learning initially
slowed but ultimately better?
Joseph & Nation 2018
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Semantic Diversity
• Semantic diversity is capturing something, but
what is it?
– multifaceted: what predicts semantic diversity?

• What’s linguistic, and what’s ‘other things’?
• What’s written language vs. spoken language:
importance of ‘book language’?
• Optimise reading instruction and design reading
books to reflect how children learn and
remember

once the basics are in place….
…. reading experience matters…
processing
encounter

learning
opportunity

developmental time

Lexical Quality

Efficient word
reading

A person’s contextual history with a
word matters, even for lexical
decision and reading single words
reading
comprehension &
experience

Dynamic interaction between
person, item and the task in hand

What I’m NOT saying:
Beginning readers learn
written words from
contextual guessing
What I’m NOT saying:
Initial reading instruction
should encourage
contextual guessing and
teach multi-cue strategies
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Tiffany Hogan’s
www.seehearspeakpodcast.com

phonics instruction
decodable books

spoken language
book language

Nation, 2019
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